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1. Introduction
It will be useful to begin by contrasting gene expression in
eukaryotes with that in prokaryotes. The central enzyme of
transcription in eukaryotes, RNA polymerase II, is much more
complicated than bacterial polymerase, namely, 12 protein
subunits in a 525 kD complex compared with ﬁve subunits in a
365 kD complex. The enzymology of RNA synthesis is how-
ever essentially similar in the two. The enzyme with the assis-
tance of other factors (see below) recognises the start point on
the gene, separates the strands of the DNA template, copies
one strand into RNA, which it synthesises from ribonucleotide
triphosphates, and then unites the two DNA strands, while
translocating along the DNA.
The great diﬀerence between bacterial and eukaryotic tran-
scription is thus not in the enzymology, but in the much more
complex mode of regulation of transcription in eukaryotes.
Here it is necessary to deal with perhaps 10 times as many
genes; moreover, the expression of a particular gene may ﬁrst
require the integration of information arising from the pro-
ducts of many other genes. This fraction is performed by a
multi-protein complex called Mediator.
There are consequently two features of regulation in eu-
karyotes, neither of which is found in bacteria. The ﬁrst is the
existence of nucleosomes, which block access of the polII ap-
paratus to promoter DNA: in other words, the substrate for
transcription in eukaryotes is not DNA, but chromatin. Second
is the presence of Mediator, a 20 subunit protein complex ﬁrst
discovered in yeast by Kornberg, and later as the equivalent
TRAP–SMCCcomplexes in humans andmice byRoeder. These
signal to the polII enzyme that transcription factors (the pro-
ducts of other genes) are bound to the upstream activating or
regulatory sequences of the gene of interest. These DNA se-
quences are called UASs in yeast, or enhancers in higher eu-
karyotes, and have no bacterial counterpart. The transcription
factors bound to the upstream activating sequences are fre-
quently called gene activators, and they interact directly with
Mediator and therefore only indirectly with the polymerase.
There is no counterpart of these enhancer sequences nor of
Mediator in bacteria, where, at most, one or a small number of
transcription factors interact directly with the bacterial poly-
merase. Presumably, it is the more complex structure of the
eukaryotic polymerase that enables it to receive the signals
from Mediator.
2. Bacterial transcription
An additional single polypeptide of 70 kD, the sigma factor,
is required for accurately initiated transcription of most pro-
moters. Mechanistically, it plays the role of the ﬁve general
transcription factors (GTFs) in eukaryotes, but it is also reg-
ulatory. Thus sigma recognizes a homology region in the re-
gion of position –35 on the DNA and initiates unwinding at
position –10 (the Pribnow box). These regions vary somewhat
in sequence in diﬀerent bacterial species, and so do the corre-
sponding sigma factors.
Some bacterial promoters have additional regulatory DNA
sequences upstream of position –35 that provide additional
regulation through transcription factors. These proteins have a
domain that binds the DNA sequence element and a domain
that directly contacts RNA polymerase – for example CAP,
and lambda repressor acting as an activator.
While histone-like proteins exist in bacteria, they do not
appear to inﬂuence the transcription of most promoters, and
the DNA may be regarded as naked for the purpose.
3. Eukaryotic transcription
The enzyme RNA polymerase II has 53% sequence identity
between yeast and human. There are regions of sequence si-
milarity with bacterial RNA polymerase, which are clustered
in the centre of the structure, forming a catalytic core where
the enzymologial mechanisms take place. The remaining three-
quarters of the polymerase structure surrounding the catalytic
core is unique to eukaryotes, and is used for interactions with
the general transcription factors and Mediator.
The general transcription factors, discovered by Roeder, are
the counterpart of the bacterial sigma factor. Two of them,
TFIIB and TFIIF, include subunits or domains that perform
the roles of sigma factor at DNA positions –35 and –10, in the
initiation of transcription. The other general transcription
factors TFIID, TFIIE and TFIIH are unique to eukaryotes.
Kornberg’s group is primarily responsible for the delineation
of the structure of TFIIH, the largest and most complex of the
general transcription factors, with its nine subunits, 525 000
Da, three catalytic activities – two helicases and a protein ki-
nase – and which is also the principal DNA repair complex of
eukaryotic cells.
TFIID (sometimes with help from additional transcrip-
tional factors such as the zinc ﬁnger protein Sp1) is re-
sponsible for the recognition of diverse promoter sequences,
including the TATA box and ‘‘promoter-proximal’’ DNA
elements. One must distinguish between this promoter re-
cognition, carried out by TFIID, and the regulation of gene
expression by speciﬁc transcription factors binding to up-
stream DNA elements (UASs or enhancers) – it is only the
upstream elements which receive input from signal transduc-
tion, cell cycle, metabolic, and other such regulatory pathways
in the cell or tissue.
Mediator is sometimes referred to as a coactivator, but is
distinguished from other coactivators by its generality –
Mediator is required for transcription of all genes, whereas
coactivators are speciﬁc to one or a mall number of genes –
mediator, like polII and the general transcription factors, is
universal.
The entire set of general components – polII, general tran-
scription factors, and Mediator – assembles in a giant complex
of, at a minimum, 48 proteins, with a mass of 2.5 MDa, at
every pol II promoter prior to the initiation of transcription.
The complex of polII with the general transcription factors has
been recently reconstructed by Kornberg (Bushnell et al.
(2004) Science, 983–988). Earlier work had demonstrated
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Mediator as a large crescent shaped complex, which can em-
brace polII and the GTF’s.
Thus, in summary, the general transcription factors and
Mediator are responsible for the distinctive and most im-
portant characteristic of eukaryotic transcription, namely the
recognition of 10 times as many diﬀerent promoters as in
bacteria, and the capacity to respond to regulatory inputs from
dozens of upstream DNA sequence response elements, deliv-
ered through speciﬁc transcription factors binding to each
element. These speciﬁc transcription factors have a similar
organisation to that found in bacteria, with a DNA binding
domain and an interaction domain, but the key diﬀerence is
that in eukaryotes their interaction is with Mediator, not di-
rectly with the polymerase.
4. Chromatin
Nucleosomes prevent the initiation of transcription by
blocking access of the polII apparatus to promoter DNA. They
perform crucial roles in both repression and activation of
transcription: they are ﬁxed in place for repression, and they
have to be speciﬁcally removed for activation. This removal of
nucleosomes from a promoter is an essential prerequisite for
assembly of the giant polII transcription initiation complex.
Extensive post-translational modiﬁcations of the histones
(acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation)
determine whether particular nucleosomes remain bound and
hence repressive or else whether they are destined for removal
on the pathway of gene activation. Acetylation of histones
largely takes place in their N terminal tails, which are not in-
volved in nucleosome structure or stability, so this most likely
aﬀects the higher order organisation of chromatin. The re-
moval of nucleosomes is accomplished by so-called chromatin-
remodeling complexes – the ﬁrst of these complexes to be
isolated were the SWI/SNF complex and the RSC complex (by
Kornberg’s group). These perturb nucleosome structure in an
ATP-dependent manner, freeing the DNA in some way not yet
fully understood.
5. Concluding remarks
There now appears to be enough structural and biochemical
information to deﬁne most of the steps required for turning on
the transcription of a gene. What does not seem to be clear is
the order of the events, so that the entire process cannot yet be
envisaged. The following four papers review the current status
of our understanding of the pathway of gene activation in
eukaryotes.
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